THE PUNISHER’S BRAIN

Why do we punish, and why do we forgive? Are these entirely learned behaviors, or is there something deeper going on? This book argues that there is indeed something deeper going on, and that our essential response to the killers, rapists, thieves, and liars among us has been programmed into our brains by evolution. Using evidence and arguments from neuroscience and evolutionary psychology, Morris B. Hoffman traces the development of our punishing brains throughout human history.

Humans, he argues, evolved to cooperate with one another, albeit grudgingly, in order to ensure our survival. That grudging cooperation focused on two areas that were essential for our survival as a social species: not stealing each other’s property or well-being and not breaching promises. Punishment made stealing and breaching sufficiently expensive, and therefore deterred enough of it, to enable our intensely social species to survive and flourish. We blame and punish based on our assessment of two factors: the wrongdoer’s intent and the harm caused. But punishing wrongdoers was also costly to the group, because it risked retaliation and the loss of group members if the wrongdoers left the group. We therefore also evolved a deep reticence to punish and a corresponding urge to forgive, also based on intent and harm. Our ancestral groups delegated the responsibility and authority for punishing and forgiving to one group member – the judge – or a subset of the group – the jury. Over time, these urges to blame, punish, forgive, and delegate became codified into our present legal systems. After tracing the trajectory of this development, Hoffman shows how these urges inform our most deeply held legal principles and how they might animate some legal reforms.

Morris B. Hoffman is a trial judge for the Second Judicial District (Denver), State of Colorado. He is a member of the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation’s Research Network on Law and Neuroscience and is a Research Fellow at the Gruter Institute for Law and Behavioral Research. He is an adjunct professor of law at the University of Colorado and the University of Denver, where he teaches courses on jury history and selection, law and neuroscience, and law and the biology of human nature. His law articles have appeared in many journals, including the law reviews of the University of Chicago, New York University, the University of Pennsylvania, Duke, George Mason, Northwestern, Stanford, and Vanderbilt. He has written op-eds on legal topics for several national newspapers, including the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal. His scientific publications include papers in The Royal Society’s Philosophical Transactions B and Social, Cognitive, and Affective Neuroscience. Judge Hoffman received his J.D. from the University of Colorado School of Law.
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